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This presentation has been prepared by Alkhorayef Water & Power Technologies (AWPT) and reflects the management’s current expectations or strategy concerning future
events and are subject to known and unknown risks and uncertainties.

Some of the statements in this presentation constitute "forward-looking statements" that do not directly or exclusively relate to historical facts. These forward-looking
statements reflect AWPT's current intentions , plan, expectations, assumptions and beliefs about future events and are subject to risks, uncertainties and other factors,

many of which are outside AWPT’s control. Important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from the expectations expressed or implied in the forward-
looking statements include known and unknown risks.

AWPT undertakes no obligation to revise any such forward-looking statements to reflect any changes to its expectations or any change in circumstances, events, strategy or
plans. Because actual results could differ materially from AWPT’s current intentions, plans, expectations, assumptions and beliefs about the future, you are urged to view all
forward-looking statements contained in this presentation with due care and caution and seek independent advice when evaluating investment decisions concerning AWPT.

In addition, even if the Company’s results of operations, financial condition and liquidity and the development of the industry in which the Company operates are consistent
with the forward-looking statements contained in this presentation, those results or developments may not be indicative of results or developments in future periods. The
Company does not undertake any obligation to review or confirm any expectations or estimates or to release publicly any revisions to any forward-looking statements to reflect
events that occur or circumstances that arise after the date of this presentation.

This presentation is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity that is a citizen or resident or located in any locality, state, country or other
jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would require any registration or licensing within such
jurisdiction. This presentation and its contents are proprietary information. This presentation (or any part of it) may not be copied, reproduced or redistributed, passed on, or
the contents otherwise divulged, directly or indirectly, to any person or published in whole or in part for any purpose without the prior written consent of the Company.

In accessing this presentation, you acknowledge that you will be solely responsible for your own assessment of the Company and that you will conduct your own analysis and
be solely responsible for forming your own view of the potential future performance of the Company.

Riyadh, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, 23rd of August 2022

Disclaimer



CEO Message - Alkhorayef Water and Power Technologies (AWPT): Performance driven
Allow me to express our excitement to meet again and share with you last year’s performance and company’s
achievements in-light of the great investment opportunities spurred by The Kingdom’s Vision 2030. At Alkhorayef
Water and Power Technologies, we continuously work to improve and develop our operational framework and
control systems, which has contributed to the growth of the company’s revenues and profits over the years and its
acquisition of the largest market share in the water and wastewater sector.

During 2021, the company signed contracts with a total value of more than 1.3 billion riyals, and FYE 2022 we were
awarded with over 2.741 billion riyals worth of projects. Number of these contracts were with new clients, further
strengthening diversification of our client base. Prime example is the portfolio of Water Quality Projects in eastern
region amounting to 1.6B encompassing the engineering, procurement, and construction of strategic storage,
Transmission, and distribution system. Year 2021 and 2022 witnessed wide diversification in client base with long
term business prospects. Clients such as Riyadh Airports Company through the project to develop wastewater
systems at King Khalid International Airport in Riyadh, and Jeddah Municipality governorate through two contracts to
operate, maintain and improve rainwater and storm systems and surface water reduction networks in the north,
south and east of Jeddah. In addition, the company signed with the Zakat, Tax and Customs Authority several
contracts including the operation, maintenance of water plants, wastewater treatment plants at Saudi Arabia’s land
ports.

Mr. Rami Moussilli
Chief Executive Officer

Furthermore, in partnership with the French water conglomerate Veolia, we implementing the contract for “management of operation and
maintenance of water and environmental treatment services” covering the entire Riyadh region. This is the first contract of its kind in the
water sector in Saudi Arabia being a “management contract” and serves as one of the main pillars for improving the sector and preparing it for
full privatization. This contract includes achieving 14 key performance indicators, the most significant of which are: improving and developing
customer experience, raising operational efficiency to cut OPEX costs, reducing water loss, and improving network management and other
objectives.
One of the significant projects awarded in 2022 is the O&M of all components of ZAMZAM water from the well, treatment, storage, pumping,
transmission to the two holy cities, and bottling plants. Since handing over, AWPT made huge improvements by doubling the treatment and
bottling capacity. Another projects is the awarding of O&M of Jeddah water sector amounting to SAR 228M.



CEO Message - Alkhorayef Water and Power Technologies (AWPT): Performance driven – Continued 

On the financial side, company revenue for FYE grew by 44% compared to same period previous year, gross profit grew by 24% at a margin of
23%, with net income before zakat growth of 5% at Sar 117 million at a margin of 14.2%. Shareholders’ equity reached 397.58 million, with a
return on equity at 28.5% and return on asset at 11%.

Moreover, we maintained good sector diversification, growth and profitability, with each of the company’s sectors registering remarkable
growth from 2020 to 2021 leading to 2022. The integrated water solutions sector which is an indicator of the company's strength in
performing broad spectrum water and waster activities grew at 133% in 2022 vs same period previous year, water segment revenue grew at
29%. The integrated water solutions recorded gross profit margin of 21%, the water at gross margin of 27% and wastewater sector recorded
gross margin of 16%.

The value of remaining revenue from company’s contracts to be recognized “Backlog”, grew by 118% by the closing of 2022 compared to year
end 2021 and a staggering 223% from year end 2020 reaching a value of Sar 3.577 billion, demonstrating the company’s ability to maintain
growth as new contract awards continue to grow from 313 million riyals in 2017, 518 million in 2018, 630 million in 2019 and 800 million riyals
in 2020, 1300 million riyals in 2021, to over 2400 million riyals in 2022.

In addition to the continuous growth in current operation & maintenance business in which the company occupies the leading market share
in the Kingdom and project services contracts in the water and wastewater sector, we are actively working to further expand our client base
and win new long-term operation and maintenance contracts with contractual duration extending from 10 to 15 years for sewage treatment
plants in various regions of the Kingdom. We are also actively participating in privatization proposals such as the Independent Water
Transmission Pipeline and the Independent Sewage Treatment Plants projects offered by Saudi Water Partnerships Company, where we are
positioned as one of the most qualified local companies to implement these projects dwelling on our long successful track record in the
sector, deep experience, and leadership in the sector.

At the end, I thank and appreciate the company’s team for the great work, commitment and dedication, the company’s board of directors for
their continued support, and shareholders for their trust in the company.



Investor Presentation: Alkhorayef Water and Power Technologies

Alkhorayef Water and Power Technologies “AWPT”, a unique and exceptional  
market leader service provider

AWPT is a major player in the water and wastewater sector in operation for over 30 years

AWPT today employs over 7,000 multi-disciplined workforce, and has been consistently achieving Green/Platinum Saudization
ranking

The Company operates across the full water value chain via three major business segments the Water segment, Wastewater
segment, and Integrated Water Solutions segment; offering a variety of O&M and Project services under each segment. This
makes AWPT of the unique water and waste water company’s locally and global to span it’s activities and generate revenues across
the value chain.

Vision

Lead the development of water, environmental and energy solutions for the well-being of society.

Mission

We develop, deliver and manage water, environmental and energy solutions, focused on sustainability, innovation and 
excellence to exceed expectations of our stakeholders. 



Integrated Water Solutions, 
Electromechanical

Heavy Civil, Wet Utility, and 
Critical infrastructure

Sea & Brackish Water 
Desalination plants

Domestic & Industrial 
Wastewater Treatment 
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5Strategic Partnerships for 
Specialty Projects

Development of IST BOT 
and IWP BOT

City Management 
Concession 

AWPT Integrated Services



Ranked 14th global water company by GWi, a 
high-profile ranking serving as a testament to 
the company’s leadership.
Backlog grew from 1.6 billion in 2021 to 3.5 
billion in 2022. With award of 2.4 billion in new 
projects.
The backlog provides runway for guaranteed 
growth in the coming years, and solid foundation 
to enable the company to implement the 
strategy of starting adjacencies and international 
acquisition of water company.
Further cemented the dominance in the KSA as 
the leading O&M and Project services provider 
to leverage the new 180 Billion portfolio of 
projects floated by NWC and privatization 
opportunities with SWPC and others.
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Growth Strategy, Market Share and Backlog:

Milestones achieved for 2022:
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Stock market performance and 
Investor Relations interaction:

• AWPT performed the best in class in terms of stock 
performance when compared to global competitors, it 
was just second to ACWA which is backed by PIF. 
(attached the Gwi with relevant data)

• Second to none follow up and interaction with investors.

The uniqueness of AWPT in generating profitability and growth 
(top line and bottom line) along the full value chain of water and 
wastewater and by implementing both O&M and Project Services 
(with both BU growing at accelerated pace), very powerful 
characteristic adds to resiliency and huge potential for future 
growth and expansion:
This is multi-dimensional growth in terms of scope (segments and 
subsegments) and implementation (O&M and Project Services), 
very powerful combination)



Presentation: Alkhorayef Water and Power Technologies

AWPT Today in Numbers

Over 26 million 
POPULATION SERVED 

6,950,000m
OF WATER NETWORKS MANAGED

9
WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANTS

30+
WATER TREATMENT PLANT

1,800,000m3/day
OF POTABLE WATER TREATED 

964
DRINKING WATER WELLS 

3,600,000m
OF WASTEWATER
NETWORKS MANAGED

480+
CITIES/TOWNS

24
LABORATORIES

6,000+
EMPLOYEES

3
DESALINATION
PLANT

2,150,000m3/day
WASTE WATER TREATED
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Established long-standing relationships with its clients, achieving impressive project 
retention

11 – 15
years

Representing 10% of 
total O&M revenues

Projects held for

Over 70 live 
O&M Projects

18 of which have been renewed 
more than once

Representing 26% of total 
O&M revenues

6 – 10
years

Representing 6% of 
total O&M revenues

Projects held for

2 – 5
years

Representing 10% of 
total O&M revenues

Projects held for



The Water Segment

Water Wastewater Integrated Water 
Solutions

Water withdraw and 
treatment Water networks

O&M Project 
Services O&M Project 

Services

Our Water segment includes water withdraw and treatment
services and water networks services

Water withdraw and treatment encompasses:
• Water Treatment Plants – Engineering, procurement, rehabilitation,

construction and O&M of large capacity and centralized sea water
and brackish water reverse osmosis plants

• O&M of water treatment plants
• Deep Water Wells – Design, drilling, installation, commissioning and

O&M of deep-water wells (depth range between 300m to 2500 m)
including probing and assessment of aquifer properties

• O&M of deep water wells

Water networks encompasses:
• Engineering, procurement, rehabilitating and upgrading of potable

water networks, including pumping stations and networks lines
between and within cities

• O&M of water networks
• Engineering, procurement, rehabilitating and upgrading of firewater

networks, including main and auxiliary fire networks, fire pumps, fire
hydrants, integrated building fire protection systems, and fire alarm
systems

• O&M of firewater networks



The Wastewater Segment

Water Wastewater Integrated Water 
Solutions

Wastewater treatment Wastewater networks

O&M Project 
Services O&M Project 

Services

Our Wastewater segment includes wastewater treatment
services and wastewater networks services

Wastewater treatment encompasses:
• Sewage Wastewater Treatment Plants - Engineering, procurement,

execution, commissioning, upgrading and rehabilitating of advanced
large-scale plants, serving a critical role in municipalities objectives
while complying with environmental regulations and producing
compliant Treated Sewage Effluent Water

• O&M of sewage wastewater treatment plants
• Industrial Wastewater Treatment Plants - Engineering, procurement,

execution, commissioning, upgrading and rehabilitating of large-
scale industrial wastewater treatment plants with wide range of
solutions extending from pre-treatment to complete nutrient-removal

• O&M of industrial wastewater treatment plants

Wastewater networks encompasses:
• Wastewater Networks - Engineering, procurement, execution,

commissioning, upgrading and rehabilitating of long-distance
wastewater trunk lines, wastewater collection networks within cities,
large scale lifting stations, tunneling and wastewater connections

• O&M of wastewater networks
• Treated Sewage Effluent (TSE) Networks - Engineering,

procurement, execution, commissioning, and rehabilitating of TSE
networks and pumping stations collecting TSE from wastewater
treatment plants and distributing to irrigation, cooling and others

• O&M of TSE networks



The Integrated Water Solutions Segment

Water Wastewater Integrated Water 
Solutions

City management Water management 
services

Project Services O&M O&M

Stormwater
networks

Our Integrated Water Solutions segment includes stormwater
networks services, city management services and water
management services

Stormwater networks encompasses:
• Stormwater Network - Engineering, procurement, execution,

commissioning, upgrading, rehabilitating and O&M of large-scale
lifting stations, underground tunneling, combined sewage overflow
systems, underground storm water detention system, auxiliary
systems, grit removal systems, pumping solutions and emergency
storm control systems

City management encompasses:
• City Water Management - encompassing the full-scale strategic

planning, strategic operations and maintenance of supply chain of
water starting from water wells, brackish water reverse osmosis
treatment plants, sea water desalination plants, water and
wastewater distributions, networks and pressure management,
support service networks, metering, client service, wastewater
treatment and the treated sewage effluent reuse

Water management services encompasses:
• Complementary services to the core business activities of the

Company, offering a full spectrum of water and wastewater solutions
to clients, including fabrication workshops, laboratories, leak
detection, asset services and others
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Through its long operational history, AWPT has established strong presence across the water value 
chain in O&M and Project Services 

Sea Water Dams Ground Water

Water 
TreatmentDesalination

Transmission and 
Storage

Distribution

Agriculture use

Industrial use

Wastewater 
networks

Urban use Sewage Treatment

Stormwater networks

Industrial Wastewater 
treatment

Discharge

TSE networks

Water grid/networks

Recycled water

Wastewater

Upstream

Downstream

1

2

3

3

454

1
Sub-segments

Average Revenue 
Contribution 
(2018 – 2022)

1 Water supply and treatment 30%
2 Water networks 17%
3 Wastewater treatment 10%
4 Wastewater networks 20%
5 Stormwater networks 6%
6 City management 11%
7 Water management services 6%
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Amassed extensive local knowledge and diversified experience, enabling significant geographical 
footprint expansion

Alhudud Ashimaliyah
3 projects
1 workshops

Tabuk
1 projects
1 workshops

Jizan
3 projects
2 workshops

Almadinah
7 projects
2 workshops

Makkah
15 projects
1 workshops

Hail
7 projects
2 workshops

Qassim
7 projects
1 workshops

Total
80 projects
20 workshops

Riyadh
24 projects
6 workshops

Eastern Province
12 projects
3 workshops

Running projects, as of 2Q 2022

Al Baha
1 project
1 workshops



Revenue Backlog 

Revenue backlog
—As at Dec19, revenue backlog increased by 27.6% due to the  award of new projects worth SAR 581.8m.
—Revenue backlog further increased by 31.8% due to award of new projects worth SAR 763.6m as at Dec20.
—Revenue backlog at Dec 21 further increased by 48% due to award of new projects valued at SAR 1.3B 
—AWPT’s closing backlog of SAR 3.577B as of Dec 22 with awards over 20 projects totaling 2.7B and record revenue recognition of SR806M from backlog

1,124,792



Backlog Recognition

Revenue Recognized
—Total backlog as at December 22 is SR3.577 B out of which are SR174 M backlog belongs to AWPT subsidiary ERWAA for MOMC of Riyadh Cluster project
—ERWAA backlog will not be consolidated with AWPT balance sheet
—Forecasted SR231 M backlog will not be utilized during the duration of the contracts
—Backlog recognition demonstrates AWPT’s great growth trajectory of revenue vs 2022 (counting current backlog with huge growth from future projects):

—Year 2023 1.48B Growth of 658 M at 80% from year 2022 
—Year 2024 1.35B Growth of 528 M at 65% from year 2022



Revenue and Backlog Segmentation 

Revenue and Backlog Diversification Maintaining a Versatile and
Comprehensive Operations
• Maintained revenue diversification segment and subsegment wise across the full value chain

of the water and wastewater sector, sustaining the differentiating factor and versatility of the
company compared to competition.

• Revenue from the water segment increased by 29%, from SAR 274.M YTD Dec 2021 to
SAR 354 YTD Dec 22 driven by the increase in revenue from Water withdraw and treatment.

• Revenue from the wastewater treatment segment increased 9% from SAR 177 M YTD Dec
2021 to SAR 193 M YTD Dec 2022

• The increased in revenue from the integrated water solutions segment by 133% YTD-Dec 22
compared to same period last year was largely influenced by the increased in revenue from
Water Management Services. , stormwater network segment and city management .

Revenue and Backlog by Segment
SAR'000 Dec-21 Dec-22 Backlog  (Dec 22)
Water segment

191,670 148,816 1,990,277
Water networks
Water withdraw and treatment 82,616 204,937 419,776

274,286 353,753 2,410,053
Wastewater segment

111,965 142,511 266,348
Wastewater networks
Wastewater treatment 64,793 50,351 165,518

176,758 192,862 431,866
Integrated water solutions
City management 63,395 109,058 232,781
Stormwater networks 17,485 68,207 149,422
Water Management Services

37,114 98,153 352,502

117,994 275,418 734,705
Total 569,038 822,033 3,576,624
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Revenue by Segment (SAR MN) Revenue by Contract Type (SAR MN)

M
ix M
ix

Source: Company audited financial statements (2017 – 2019), management accounts (2020), 
Company information

161 216 254 274
354

148
131

178 177

193

48
76

89 118

275

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Water Wastewater Integrated Water Solution

356

423
521

569

822

251 307
420

489
654105

116

101
80

168

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

O&M Project Services

356
423

521
569

822

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022
71% 73% 81% 86% 79%
29% 27% 19% 14% 21%

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022
45% 51% 49% 48% 43%
42% 31% 34% 31% 23%
13% 18% 17% 21% 34%

Revenue by Segment and Contract Type
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Gross Profits Growth & Margins by Segment and Contract 
Type 
Gross Profit by Segment (SAR MN)

M
ar

gi
ns

Gross Profit by Contract Type (SAR MN)

M
ar

gi
ns

49 60 75 79
97

24

50

60 50
31

3

9

9 22

59

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Water Wastewater Integrated Water Solution

67
85

122 129
1509

34

21
22

37

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

O&M Project Services

76

119

143 151

76

119

143
151

187 187

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022
31% 28% 29% 29% 27%
16% 38% 33% 28% 16%
6% 12% 10% 19% 21%

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022
26% 28% 29% 26% 23%
9% 29% 21% 27% 22%
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EBITDA & Net Income Growth
EBITDA (SAR MN) Net Income before Zakat (SAR MN)

70

109
133 137

173

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

EBITDA EBITDA margin

20%

26% 25%
24%

51

92

114 111 117

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Net Income Net Income Margin

14%

22% 22%

20%

21%

14%



Efficient performance solidifying a robust financial position

Key Ratios Unit 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

RoIC % 25% 38% 40% 32% 26% 28%

RoE % 28% 42% 43% 38% 31.7% 28.5%
NWC-to-
Sales % 47% 63% 53% 56% 56% 34%

Trade 
receivables Days of Sales 202 211 127 115 134 102

Trade 
payables Days of COS 98 64 70 51 56 44

Current 
Ratio x 1.4 1.5 2.2 2.8 2.1 1.5

D/(D+E) % 46% 56% 22% 29% 29% 56%
Net debt-to-
EBITDA x 1.6 1.7 0.4 0.3 1.3 2.4

Balance Sheet (SAR MN)

224
344 339

469 517

865

36
49 67

75 78

321

162 229 154 169 236

586
20

41
36 83 54

202

78
123 215

292 305

398

Equity

Non-Current Liabilities

Current Liabilities

Non-Current Assets

Current Assets
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As a local champion, AWPT is strategically positioned to thrive in KSA’s evolving 
water market 

Strengthen leadership position in O&M Services, with focus on newly floated 
long-term O&M (LTOM) projects and city management projects

Expand in Project Services for critical infrastructure

Enter the BOT market in wastewater treatment, treated sewage effluent 
networks, strategic storage, and Independent Water Transmission projects.

Grow integrated and innovative solutions that enhance water services quality 
and protect resources 

Enhance operational efficiency with the adoption of digital technologies

Strategic Objectives
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Long Term Operation and Maintenance , LTOM Projects

• Company was the only local subcontractor successfully pre-qualified solely to participate in the long-term operation and maintenance contract for 5 
which might extend to 7 packages.

• 3rd LTOM package in Riyadh area already bid and now awaiting results from the client.
• Currently working on bid submittal for multiple floated LTOM projects.

NWC and RCRC and PIF Mega Projects Bids
• Several large-scale proposals under preparation/submitted for NEOM Mega project 

• AWPT is looking to compete in the newly announced portfolio of projects to be floated by NWC amounting to 180B in the next five years. mainly to 
expand coverage of water and sewage networks, increase the capacity of treatment plants and raise the coverage rate for inhabitants connected to 
sewage network and water networks as well. From the details provided form NWC, these are projects similar in nature to what AWPT is currently 
doing in TAIF and other areas (sewage networks) and also in the eastern region projects (water quality projects at 1.68B) which are desalinated 
water networks, storage, distribution and pumping. The other parts are expanding the existing wastewater treatment plants (which we have extensive 
knowledge in and track record) and finally increase the number of connection sewage and water (which we already do for years now).  Mainly vast 
majority of the projects mirror our subject matter expertise and our extensive track record NWC in terms of executing such projects such desalinated 
water transmission, water distribution, sewage networks (collection and transmission), connections (swage and water) and waste water treatment 
plants. 

• Participating in Green Riyadh initiative projects to execute large scale irrigation infrastructure.

Major New Bidding Opportunities



New Business – Privatization Projects 
Development Project

• Company submitted the prequalification for 9 development projects with SWPC :

Sq. Project Name Brief Scope of Work SOQ Submission 
Date Qualification Status RFP Release 

Date

1 JIZAN Small Sewage Treatment Plant (SSTP) and Collection 
Network 20 SSTP (104,500 m3/day) and 1,490 km Collection Network 12-Sep-21 Qualification Result 

Pending By Q4 2022

2 Rayis – Rabigh Independent Water Transmission Pipeline 
Project Capacity 500,000 m3/day ; 150 km transmission line 20-Jan-22 Bid Submitted 18/08/2022

3 Riyadh – Qassim Independent Water Transmission Pipeline 
Project Capacity 685,000 m3/day ; 1392 km transmission line 31-Jan-22 Qualified Q1 2023

4 Jubail – Buraydah Independent Water Transmission Pipeline 
Project Capacity 650,000 m3/day ; 603 km transmission line 31-Jan-22 Qualified Q2 2023

5 Riyadh-Khamis ISTP Riyadh East: Total ultimate treatment capacity of up to 100,000 m3/day
Khamis Mushait: Total ultimate treatment capacity of up to 50,000 m3/day 2-Feb-22 Qualified Q1 2023

6 Al Haer Independent Sewage Treatment Plant. ISTP Total ultimate treatment capacity of up to 200,000 m3/day 2-Feb-22 Bid Under Preparation Q4 2022

7 Al-Ahsa and Eastern Province Strategic reservoirs
The Facility shall consist of two strategic water reservoirs – a strategic water reservoir with capacity of 
1,389,000 m3 located at Al-Ahsa and a strategic water reservoir with capacity of 3,510,000 m3 located 

at Eastern Province along with operational tanks.
10-Feb-22 Qualification Result 

Pending Q2 2023
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SWPC plans to start a kingdom wide program to increase the treatment coverage through partnership with private sector. This program has adopted a wider approach from the
prefeasibility study, which proposed 147 Small Scale Sewage Treatment Plants and its combined collection sewage networks in six clusters in 13 different regions. This program aims
to procure approximately 490,000 cubic meter per day of treated water generated from the 147 proposed ISTPs in whole Kingdom.

Building on its current capabilities, AWPT is targeting to expand its presence in the privatization of wastewater sector and offer its Project and O&M services in the Water
Collection Pipelines and sewage treatment market through a strategic partnerships to maximize its chance of success and capture most of the upcoming opportunities in the
small capacity ISTP market

Alkhorayef Water and Power Technologies submitted prequalification with international firm for the first package of ISSTP – Jazan Cluster

AWPT Business Units 

Segment 1. Water segment 2. Wastewater segment 3. Integrated Water Solutions

Sub-segments

Water supply & treatment Water networks WW treatment WW networks Stormwater City management Support and asset services

Water treatment plants Water distribution 
networks

Sewage wastewater 
treatment plants

Wastewater 
collection networks

Stormwater
networks

City water 
management

Fabrication workshop

Laboratories

Deep water wells Firewater 
networks

Industrial 
wastewater 

treatment plants

Treated sewage 
effluent (TSE) 

networks

Leak detection

Other complementary services 

+ Privatized 
Independent STP

+ Privatized 
Wastewater 

Networks

AWPT is targeting to expand its presence in the wastewater sector and enter the new
privatization projects independent sewage collection networks and treatment plants
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AWPT is targeting to expand its presence in the water sector and enter the independent water
transmission pipelines IWTP market via a strategic partnership

In 2020, SWPC has announced eight upcoming IWTP projects to be procured by 2025 with a combined length of >3,500 km and total capacity of >4.3 million m3/d Building
on its current capabilities, AWPT is targeting to expand its presence in the water sector and offer its Project and O&M services in the Water Transmission Pipelines market
through a strategic partnership to maximize its chance of success and capture most of the upcoming opportunities in the IWTP market

AWPT Business Units 

Segment 1. Water segment 2. Wastewater segment 3. Integrated Water Solutions

Sub-segments

Water supply & treatment Water networks WW treatment WW networks Stormwater City management Support and asset services

Water treatment plants Water distribution 
networks

Sewage wastewater 
treatment plants

Wastewater 
collection networks

Stormwater
networks

City water 
management

Fabrication workshop

Laboratories

Deep water wells Firewater 
networks

Industrial 
wastewater 

treatment plants

Treated sewage 
effluent (TSE) 

networks

Leak detection

Other complementary services 

+ Transmission 
Pipelines



Contact Details

Rami Moussilli
Chief Executive Officer

Ramzi Azar
PMO Senior Director
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